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Debtwire: The pace of Chapter 11 filings by US oil  
& gas companies has slowed since the start of 
2016. But do you think another wave of bankruptcies 
could be looming? If so, what could be the catalyst, 
besides a sudden drop in energy prices?

R. Bouley, Opportune: We’ve already seen quite a few 
bankruptcy filings by oil and gas firms – there have been 
more than 100 filings1 across the industry since the start of 
2015. Since this cycle started, a lot of the low-hanging fruit 
has been picked off, meaning companies that had high cost 
structures, excessive leverage, and just couldn’t make money 
in an environment where oil costs less than US$50 a barrel. 
Those guys have all gone through, or are in the process of going 
through, some kind of a bankruptcy, or they were able to right-
size their capital structures by exchanging some portion of their 
debt for equity or reducing coupon payments through debt-for-
debt exchanges.

But there are certainly others out there that are at risk of 
bankruptcy. I think the main catalyst would just be an inability 
to either raise or generate cash. With that in mind, I think it’s 
important to remember what happened last year when we saw the 
price of oil go up to around US$60. When that period came along 
in the summer, you saw a bunch of second-lien financings get 
done. The market saw US$60, thought there was a recovery, and 
all kinds of investors jumped on the bandwagon. They thought, 
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“Okay, here’s a recovery and an opportunity to get a secured 
piece of paper that has a coupon in the 7-11% range. Maybe it’s 
issued at a bit of an OID [original issue discount], so it’s yielding 
even higher, and now we’re going to catch the knife and ride this 
thing all the way up. And even if we don’t, we’ll be the fulcrum  
in a reorganization.” But that didn’t work out as planned for many.

Since then, I think the market has been chastened and the capital 
markets, at least on the debt side, have effectively been closed. 
So you’ve got this dynamic where the debt markets, which have 
historically been a strong source of liquidity for E&P companies, 
are shut down, and you’ve got companies that are just burning 
cash or breaking even at current oil prices. There are not a lot of 
guys outside of the Permian Basin and some of the SCOOP and 
STACK assets in the mid-continent area that are making money and 
generating positive cash flow at US$40-US$45 per barrel. If we’re 
stuck at US$50 and the debt markets remain closed, and you’ve 
got an investor base throughout these companies that is hesitant  
to do an exchange into equity at a point in time when that still 
makes sense to lighten the cash flow drag, that could be the 
catalyst that drives another round of these filings. What you’re 
seeing now is a number of names that are on the cusp, and those 
factors may be the lever that pushes some of them in.

M. Iacob, Debtwire: I agree with Ryan – we should expect  
a smaller wave of filings to hit the market in the next few months.  
A lot of companies threw in the towel in the first half of the 

As 2016 draws to a close, many players in the US oil & gas industry stand  
at a crossroads. The price of oil has hovered around US$50 a barrel, but remains 
far below the level seen from 2010 to 2014, forcing companies to make tough 
strategic decisions. What does the future hold in the distressed oil & gas space?

1 http://www.haynesboone.com/~/media/files/attorney%20publications/2016/energy_bankruptcy_monitor/oil_patch_bankruptcy_20160106.ashx
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year when oil prices hit a low in the high US$20s, such as 
Linn Energy, Atlas, Energy XXI, Warren Resources, Triangle 
Petroleum, and Goodrich Petroleum. But the pace of Chapter 
11 filings has slowed as prices have started to rebound and 
recently traded above US$50 a barrel. At the same time, 
companies with over-leveraged balance sheets will still need  
to cut their debt, because prices haven’t recovered to a level  
that makes their capital structure sustainable.

If oil prices don’t recover, companies that have low-quality 
assets and high leverage will continue to struggle and fuel 
that pipeline of oil & gas bankruptcies. I think one catalyst 
that you didn’t mention specifically, Ryan, is that bank lenders 
are expected to continue to cut their exposure to oil & gas 
companies during the fall borrowing base re-determinations.  
The situation is probably not as dire as when prices were  
in the US$20s, so banks could be more lenient, but we have 
some companies that have low liquidity and they might have  
a borrowing-base deficiency. Those companies would definitely  
be on the cusp of filing, including Vanguard, Approach 
Resources, Bonanza Creek, and Rex Energy.

R. Bouley, Opportune: I think that’s right, although it’s hard  
to say how the banks are going to react. We’ve seen a dynamic 
where banks have been willing to work with their E&P customers, 
despite what initial expectations may have been. But if they 
come under continued and increased pressure from the OCC 
and this environment continues, at the end of the day I don’t 
know that largely syndicated RBLs are going to be as widely 
available for these companies anymore, at least not in the near 
term. I think a lot of issuers are relatively tapped out with respect 
to their borrowing-base capability. The fact that lenders may pull 
back or continue to pull back certainly isn’t a good fact for the 
industry, and so it’s going to call for some creative thinking.

C. Beckham, Haynes Boone: I agree that we will likely see  
a steady drum roll of companies filing as they run out of options 
to refinance their debt or hit a liquidity cliff, as Ryan pointed out. 
Some of the earlier filings this year probably had to do with the 
inability to monetize in-the-money hedge positions to reduce 
debt. I think with respect to the remainder of this year, for  
a lot of the companies out there that have not monetized their 
hedges, those hedges are burning off. Once the remainder  
of them burn off, I think that many of the E&P companies will hit 
liquidity cliffs and will need to go ahead and file.

How many will file? It’s hard to tell. As you’ve observed, the pace 
certainly has slowed, but that doesn’t mean companies have 
solved their problems. With oil lingering in the US$50s, while that 
may cause some enthusiasm in the investor community, it still  
is not enough to fix a balance sheet that is over-leveraged based 
on US$100 oil. The balance sheet problems persist at these 
companies because US$50 oil doesn’t help them. Then, the 
second part of it is more related to the industry, in that US$50 oil 
will allow companies to pay their lease operating expenses and 
their G&A, and many companies have gone a long way in cutting 
their G&A. But the problem is that US$50 oil still doesn’t allow 
for much in the form of capital expenditures for the continuing 
exploration or exploitation of resources. So the companies that 
have not filed yet are simply looking at liquidating the assets they 
currently have, and not redeploying or investing new capital  
to continue to survive.

The reference I’ve heard from two different folks is that for some 
of these companies, they’re a little like zombies. They don’t have 
any place to go, but because they do have some cash flow, they 
can continue to operate. But all they’re doing is liquidating at this 
point in time.

Debtwire: Which segments of the oil & gas business  
do you are think are most at risk of distress at this 
point in the cycle? (E.g., servicers)

C. Beckham, Haynes Boone: We are seeing continuing distress 
for the oilfield service industry. Part of the reason is that E&P 
companies have been driving down the contract price they’re 
willing to pay for services in an effort to help solve their problems 
on the cost side. They’re saying to their vendors, “We need to 
rework this contract, and instead of paying you US$100 for a 
service, we’re only going to pay you US$50 for the same service.” 
As a result, the oilfield service companies are feeling the squeeze, 
and at the same time they’re seeing significantly reduced 
consumption of the services they sell.

As a result, I continue to think we’re going to see consolidation 
in the oilfield service industry, and with some of the cases that 
have already been filed, you’re seeing a number of debt-for-
equity swaps. I think there are still numerous over-leveraged 
service companies out there that are hoping commodity prices 
will increase and drilling activity will rebound so that they can 
increase their revenue. But their margins are considerably less 
than what they were a year ago or two years ago.

R. Bouley, Opportune: Servicers are definitely at risk. The 
interesting thing about the service industry, though, is that there 
are many different sub-segments. You’ve got the big firms like 
Nuverra, Key, Basic, Halliburton, Schlumberger, Baker Hughes – 
most of these firms are well enough diversified. But then within 
the individual basins, you’ve got a lot of mom-and-pop shops 
that exist just to serve the local geography. The larger service 
firms have managed to last as long as they have because, 
among other things, they’re not stuck trying to hold their assets 
by production like an E&P company. Outside of maintaining their 

“The problem is that US$50 oil doesn’t allow 
for much in the form of capital expenditures 
for the continuing exploration of resources.  
So many companies that have not filed yet  
are simply looking at liquidating assets.
Charles Beckham, Haynes Boone 
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equipment, they don’t have the sort of cap-ex needs  
or requirements that E&P companies have. And so they’re  
able to deflect time and cut shifts and stretch cash flow 
throughout the cycle.

But I think the companies that are dependent on the rig count  
and the drill-bit turning, that’s the next shoe that will continue  
to fall. As I talked about before, you’re seeing offshore services  
that haven’t filed for bankruptcy, but are nonetheless at risk.  
The drillers mostly managed to do some sort of a 
recapitalization, most of them in a prearranged maneuver  
of some sort, simply because it’s binary, right? They’ve got these 
rigs and they only need certain ones. The ones that aren’t 
being used are probably old or obsolete, or by the time you 
need them, the cost of dry-stacking them is going to exceed 
the benefit of keeping them around.

We’re also waiting to see what happens with midstream 
companies and whether E&P firms are going to have any luck 
rejecting some of their midstream contracts. That’s another place 
where we think some pain could be seen going forward.

M. Iacob, Debtwire: With respect to midstream, some investors 
and market participants are expecting a lot more settlements,  
but I guess it’s dependent on each case. If it makes sense to 
reject the contract, you could do it. But definitely oil servicers, 
such as companies that provide logistics and well-completion 
services, are most at risk, as Ryan pointed out.

We recently reported about Basic Energy, and they are 
contemplating a prearranged bankruptcy filing in Delaware. 
They have a deal that involves new money from their lenders, via 
an equity rights offering. So the fact that they need new money 
from the lenders to fund operations upon exiting from Chapter 
11 demonstrates that oil prices are still not high enough to allow 
these companies to generate enough cash flow to support their 
businesses, even after wiping out most of their debt.

Debtwire: There has been a notable increase in the use  
of distressed debt exchanges this year. Do you think  
we’ll see the same level of them going forward? Will 
companies continue to use them as a strategy to avert  
a Chapter 11 filing?

R. Bouley, Opportune: I think they will, because everybody 
is seeing the way the Chapter 11 cases are proceeding. The 
answer in a lot of cases is that all the debt below the RBL is 
getting flushed into equity anyway. So unless there are other 
compelling reasons to file Chapter 11, like having other liabilities 
or contracts that need to be rejected or cleaned up, exchanging 
the debt in an out-of-court transaction accomplishes 80% of what 
you want to do, and you can do it without the professional fee 
drag and the litigation of a full-fledged bankruptcy.

The second thing is that with the debt markets being effectively 
shut down right now, you have to create cash flow somewhere.  
By taking the debt and exchanging it – either by taking more 

senior debt and exchanging it into some sort of mezzanine 
instrument, or by taking your bonds and exchanging them into 
equity – you’re able to eliminate the cash flow drag. The tradeoff 
for that, obviously, is that management and everyone else needs 
to see their equity diluted, but that is a better solution than the 
elimination of their equity.

The last thing is that with the debt markets being closed,  
we are seeing more activity out of private equity firms coming 
in and buying up some of the equity. So ultimately, you have 
to pick your horse and ride it. Do you want to bring in a new 
private equity guy who’s going to dilute your equity but give 
you fresh capital? Or do you want to take the opportunity to 
try and reduce some of your debt and convert it into equity, 
freeing up cash flow organically?

M. Iacob, Debtwire: Yes, absolutely – for example, W&T 
Offshore is under pressure from the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management and they did something similar. The CEO owns 
a big chunk of the equity in the company, but he agreed 
eventually to execute a successful distressed debt exchange 
to increase their liquidity and runway by 12 months. So 
companies that can afford to tap the markets will continue  
to do so in order to kick the can down the road and hope for  
a turnaround in prices.

We’ve seen whole groups of bondholders and lenders that 
were willing to participate in distressed exchanges to extend 
the runway and provide equity to fund drilling. And as Ryan 
mentioned, some investors would just rather be involved in a 
quick out-of-court recap than going through a long Chapter 11 
process maybe marked by long valuation fights. We’ve seen 
those in the cases of Samson and Sabine, for example.
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Debtwire: How do you think the more stringent 
regulation by the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) will impact the liquidity  
of offshore drillers?

C. Beckham, Haynes Boone: The BOEM regulations mean 
that it’s going to require more capital to operate out in the 
Gulf, partly because of the increased bonding requirements. 
I think it is going to run a number of independents out of the 
Gulf because they just don’t have the ability to meet the new 
requirements. Many of the independents are already thinly 
capitalized as it is, and requiring these additional fees is going 
to chase them out of the market. The majors, on the other 
hand, have the capital to do it. In any case, this could become 
a real problem for the industry in a time with significantly lower 
commodity prices than we had two years ago.

R. Bouley, Opportune: The government is definitely getting 
stricter in the Gulf. Opportune recently conducted a study2 on 
the possible effects of the regulations, and we found that they 
could place independent operators increasingly at risk. There’s no 
question in my mind that the more stringent rules will suck cash 
out of the companies there one way or the other. Those that were 
previously exempt or were able to survive posting a smaller 
bond are going to be up against much tighter requirements. What’s 
interesting is that many of these companies have survived as long 
as they have because they are better capitalized to begin with, 
since the cost of operating offshore is so high. But even they only 
have so much cash and can last so long in this environment. So 
some of the drillers and boat and service companies are starting 
to make their way to the forefront of the restructuring news.

M. Iacob, Debtwire: I agree that for companies with little liquidity, 
stringent requirements by BOEM could just put the nail in the 
coffin. We’ve seen a lot of them trying to negotiate some sort  
of a payment schedule with the government that would alleviate 
the burden on their balance sheet. Not all of them could be 
successful – for example, Energy XXI inked a successful deal 
with the government while they were in bankruptcy. We recently 
reported about liquidity-strapped Fieldwood Energy, which 
completed a distressed exchange with their second-lien holders, 
and the creditors also gave them new money. But the company 

could face US$1bn in plugging and abandonment liabilities 
related to the Gulf of Mexico well. So I think that could even  
wipe out recoveries for a lot of the creditors.

Debtwire: The oil price has rallied past US$50 this  
month as OPEC and Russia discuss production  
cuts, leading to speculation that it could rise further. 
Do you think some distressed investors could be 
tempted to bid up oil & gas bonds now, in the fear 
that they could miss the boat if prices do go up?

M. Iacob, Debtwire: When prices bottomed out at the beginning 
of the year, I think more people were on the lookout for mispriced 
securities in the oil & gas space, especially bonds and loans that 
were considered the fulcrum security. But there has been a lot of 
pain in oil & gas since early-stage investors lost money when prices 
slid lower after briefly recovering in June. So we may need to see 
a more forceful rebound in oil prices for people to become buyers 
without looking back, like the way many have been going for the 
bonds of someone like Peabody in the met coal space. They’re just 
jumping in those bonds. But investors are still cautious with oil & 
gas bonds at this point.

R. Bouley, Opportune: I agree with that, Madalina. I think there’s 
a tremendous amount of caution around the space right now, 
even as we’re seeing prices come back a little bit. Given what 
happened last summer – when there was a rebound, but it didn’t 
last – you’re seeing a lot of extreme caution on the debt side 
when it comes to investing in these companies. From what we’re 
seeing, if investors are going to put money in these companies, 
it’s going to be with some degree of ownership. Passive buying  
of the bonds with a wait-and-see strategy is something people  
will view with a lot of skepticism.

C. Beckham, Haynes Boone: I suppose I would look at it like 
this: As an investor, you always want to buy low and sell high.  
I think US$50 oil is giving some confidence to a set of investors. 
But in the E&P industry, you have so many independents out 
there who are still over-leveraged. And how do you pick the 
right pony who is going to have undeveloped assets in an area 
that can produce at profitable levels? Depending on the region, 
you have to recognize that even at US$50-60 oil, a lot of the 
producers still can’t make a profit. Certainly we’ve seen a lot 
of investor interest in certain areas of the Permian Basin, 
and certain areas in Oklahoma, such as the STACK. It 
appears that investors have some high confidence 
in companies with undeveloped assets in 
those areas. But I think that’s because the 
companies that have assets there realize 
that even at current prices, they can 
make money, because production 
costs are lower. So I think as 
an investor, you have to 
be very, very selective 
in choosing which 
companies to
invest in.
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2 http://opportune.com/content/uploads/2016/07/Opportune-Study.pdf
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Cortland Capital Market Services LLC is a leading independent investment servicing company  
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